Quarter 3 Announcements

We recently learned that to minimize risk of spread of illness, MIT has decided to end in-person classes on March 14 and take a two-week spring break. To de-densify MIT, students are being asked NOT to return to campus, but to join MIT virtually March 30 from home until the end of the semester.

If you are a senior and need to complete the swim requirement, it is important to complete the swim test before you leave campus - it is offered 8a, 12p or 8p on Wednesday and Thursday of this week.

Impact on Quarter 3 –

• All students are expected to attend class this week until March 13.

• Classes are cancelled March 16-19.

• Students will be marked present for classes March 16-19.

• Students need to attend 11 classes to earn points.

• Students can request on March 14 up to two virtual make ups assignments from virtualmakeup@mit.edu. This will be a 40-minute assignment with directions and a due date.

• Grades are expected to be posted by March 28.